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1. What is the purpose of the motion to adjourn? (38) 
  A. The purpose of the motion to adjourn is to terminate (close) the meeting. (26) 

 
2. Must a division receive a second? A vote? (37) 
  A. A division does not require a second. A vote is not required to order a standing vote. 
   (3 & 22) 

 
3. Is the motion to adjourn debatable? Amendable? (38) 
  A. The motion to adjourn, when unqualified, is undebatable and unamendable. (3 & 26) 

 
4. When may the proposer of a motion withdraw it from the chapter? (38) 
  A. The proposer of a motion may withdraw it from the chapter before it is stated by the  
   chair. (25) 

 
5. What is the purpose of suspending the rules? (37) 
  A. The purpose of suspending the rules is to permit the chapter to do something that  
   cannot be done without violating its standing rules. (21) 
 
6. What vote is necessary to call the previous question? (36) 
  A. A two-thirds vote is necessary to call the previous question. (3 & 14) 
 
7. Is the previous question debatable? Amendable? (36) 
  A. The previous question is undebatable and unamendable. (3 & 14) 

 
8. What is the proper terminology to use in stating an amendment? (37) 
  A. The proper terminology to use in stating an amendment is: "I move to amend the  
   main motion by..."   OR   "I move to amend the amendment by..." (17) 

 
9. When does a vote go into effect? (36) 
  A. A vote goes into effect following the announcement of the results of the voting. A tap 
   of the gavel should follow the announcement of the results. (10) 

 
10. Is it necessary for the president to sign the minutes after they have been approved by the  
 chapter? (39) 
  A. Following the approval of the minutes, they should be signed by the president. (33) 
 


